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Mr. GERALD A. BEHN, Special Agent in Charge, white 
House Detail, United States Secret Service, was interviewed at 
his office and advised that during the President's visit to 
the State of Texas, then Vice President JOHNSON would always 
arrive at the next city to be visited ahead of the President and 
would join the party awaiting the President's arrival. MThig 
was accomplished by the use of two Jets; Air Force I, which: 
carried the President; and Air Force II, carrying ‘the Vice 
President. On departing from a city, Air Force I would first 
take off followed by Air Force II which would thereafter pass 
Air Force I in flight, cruising at a faster speed, thus allowing 
the Vice President to arrive prior to the President and be with 
the greeting party. 

Mr. BEHN was questioned concerning the section of ‘ 
the President's skull, which was brought to the National Navy 
Medical Center at Bethesda, Maryland after the autopsy was in 
progress. He advised that this section, which was measured by 
the Doctor performing the autopsy as being 10 x 6.5 centimeters, 
was found in the Presidential car on the floor between the front 
and rear seats. He further related that two fragments;of bullets 
had also been found in this vehicle in the front of the car and 
that tne windshield had been ¢racked by the impact of one of 
these fragments. . 

BEHN was likewise questioned concerning the location 
of a bullet which had been found on a stretcher at Parkland 
Hospital in Dallas and whicn triad been turned over by the Secret 
Service to an Agent. of the Federal Bureau of Investigation for 
delivery to the FBI Laboratory. He stated that on learning of 
such a bullet being found at the Dallas Hospital he inquired of a 
group of his Agents who nad retyrned from the Dallas trip on 
the night of November 22, 1963, and Secret Service Agent RICHARD 
JOHNSEN produced this pullet which had been handed to him by 
someone at the hospital who had stated that it was not known 
whether or not the President had been placed on the stretcher 
where the bullet was found. 
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Mr. BEHN advised that the undeveloped photographs ° 
and x-rays made during the course of the autopsy conducted at. 
the National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland, are in: 
the custody of Mr. BOB BOUCK, Protective Research Sectioa, : 
United States Secret Service and could be made available to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation on request. , 
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